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CHAPTER 2 - Vision, mission, strategy, and management 

accounting 

2.5 Strategic typologies and management accounting  

Active reading. Notice that the discussion of the research into the link between strategic 

typologies and management accounting techniques that support the adopted strategy is not clear 

cut. The view taken depends to an extent on the degree to which the typologies are defined and 

applied. As you read, think about what the research is telling us about when specific accounting 

techniques are appropriate. Some researchers say adopting a strategy of differentiation requires the 

use of strategic management accounting. However, it might be more helpful to think about 

management accounting as consisting of a range of techniques, traditional and strategic, that need 

to be applied as appropriate when the information they provide would assist management whatever 

the strategy adopted? 

 

Some research studies seek to identify whether organizations following a specific strategic 

typology are predisposed to using certain accounting techniques. The research into whether there 

is a positive relationship between the strategy adopted by an organization and the management 

accounting system predominantly looks at strategy from three different typologies, which are 

outlined in Table 2.1. 

 

The typologies are: 

 

• Miles and Snow (1978) - defenders, prospectors, analyzers, and reactors 

• Porter (1980) - cost leadership, differentiation, focus 

• Gupta and Govindarajan (1984) - build, hold, harvest 

 

 

Table 2.1 Strategic typologies  

 

Authors Typologies  Key features 

Miles and Snow 

(1978) Strategy 

based on pattern 

Defender Stable environment, limited product range, 

efficiency, and productivity focus, cost control 

important, favor low-risk strategies preserving the 

status quo, centralized structure  
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Prospector Complex and dynamic environment, focus on 

product and market development, willing to take 

risks, innovation, flexible structure 

Analyzer Exhibits elements of both defender and prospector, 

but undertakes new strategies only after a full 

analysis of future viability, can be slow to respond to 

environmental changes, possibly adopts a matrix 

structure 

Reactor Lacks coherent strategy, tends to follow others, the 

structure may be inappropriate for the environment in 

which it operates 

Porter (1980) 

Strategy based on 

the market position  

Cost leadership A focus of low price, high market share, economies 

of scale, cost control, standard product range, prefers 

a stable environment 

Differentiation  Focus on product/service uniqueness, value-added, 

higher prices, marketing strategy vital factor to 

emphasize the point of differentiation 

Focus  Focus on defined buyer group, product line, or 

geographic market.  

Gupta and 

Govindarajan 

(1984)  

Strategy based on 

mission  

Build Strategy to increase market share, invest in capacity, 

best in high growth industries  

Hold Strategy to maintain existing market share, competes 

by effective marketing campaigns, minor product 

developments to keep market interest, best in mature 

industries 

Harvest Focus on short term earnings, minimizing 

investments, relatively high market share, best in 

declining industries   

 

 

Many studies tend to link typologies together in terms of the general characteristics ascribed 

to each strategy. This linking creates a split into two broad groups that fall between those following 

strategies of a defender—harvest—cost leadership, and those following strategies of a 

prospector—build—differentiation. The basic premise behind the research is that defenders—cost-

leaders would favor more traditional accounting techniques, with the emphasis being on internal 

control of costs. In contrast, prospectors—differentiators would be more inclined toward the 

strategic management accounting techniques taking note of external information such as market 

trends and competitor products (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 Broad grouping of strategic typologies and accounting focus 

 

The logic would suggest that there is a benefit to be gained by directly tailoring the 

management accounting information to the chosen strategy. Much of the research tends to 

investigate the degree to which strategic management accounting has been adopted. The research 

referred to in chapter 1, section 1.5 (The uptake of strategic management accounting), however, 

indicates that strategic management accounting to date has not been applied widely by 

practitioners, even though it does appear to be on the increase. This fact needs to be borne in mind 

when reviewing research into any link between management accounting techniques used to 

support different strategies.  

While there is some confusion as to whether there is a definite performance benefit in linking 

strategy and management accounting, mainly because financial performance involves so many 

contingent factors, not least how well managers use the information provided, a common theme 

has emerged. Studies suggest that organizations that adopt a defender—harvest—cost leadership 

strategy do not require a highly sophisticated information system. Whereas, those organizations 

adopting a prospector—build—differentiation strategy tend to use a broader range of information 

and accounting techniques, suggesting these organizations require a more sophisticated 

information system (Langfield-Smith, 1997; Chenhall, 2003).   

In a study focused on the hospitality industry Turner et al. (2017) found that those 

organizations with a differentiated market orientation to strategy benefited from the use of strategic 

management accounting and that this did indeed aid the financial performance. Looking at the 

issue from the opposite direction, Abernethy and Guthrie (1994) found that those organizations 

which adopted a sophisticated management accounting system would benefit much more if they 
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were also adopting a prospector strategy. They also noted that prospector organizations where the 

strategy involves continuous product innovation and market development benefited more from a 

broad scope of information, particularly external, qualitative, and future-oriented information, 

which was projected over a longer time horizon. This finding aligns well with the concept of 

strategic management accounting.  

Pasch (2019) looked at the use of strategic management accounting from the perspective of 

the organizational life cycle of birth, growth, maturity, revival, decline. In a study of 377 firms in 

German-speaking countries, Pasch found that the adoption rates of strategic management 

accounting increased from the birth to the revival life cycle stages and dropped at the decline stage. 

He also found that firms that did not adopt strategic management accounting as appropriate 

through the development stages exhibited a lower performance than those that did, but that this 

was only significant for firms that did not introduce strategic management accounting to any great 

extent. This finding implies that as the business develops, it becomes necessary and beneficial for 

performance to add more sophisticated management controls. Still, he found that there is no 

detrimental impact of introducing them early in an organization's life cycle. There is a suggestion 

here that as the organization develops, the use of management accounting techniques and the 

provision of management accounting information will become more sophisticated to match the 

changing needs of a growing organization.  

Cescon et al. (2019) looked at the influence of environmental factors on the use of strategic 

management accounting. In their study of manufacturing firms, they found that the use of strategic 

management accounting did not appear to depend so much on strategy type but was influenced by 

environmental uncertainty and competitive forces. There is some support for this viewpoint as a 

study by Costantini and Zanin (2017) found that as perceived environmental uncertainty increases 

the use and perceived usefulness of strategic management accounting techniques also increases. 

Chong and Chong (1997) found that more sophisticated management accounting reports can help 

to reduce uncertainty and improve decision making in changeable environments. Therefore, it 

implies that defenders who are operating in a stable environment with less need to adapt 

continually do not need a sophisticated system. Instead, these organizations tend to use information 

systems with a narrow, internal focus and more quantitative, cost-related information over short 

time horizons, which aligns well with traditional management accounting.  

Cinquini and Tenucci (2010), researching the adoption of strategic management accounting 

techniques in Italian organizations, grouped the techniques into four categories of costing, 

competitor, customer, and performance. They found that there was some adoption of the new 

techniques. However, organizations following a cost leadership type of strategy appeared to be 

making more use of the techniques they had classified as costing. In contrast, differentiators were 

making more use of the techniques under the categories of customer accounting, competitive 

position monitoring, competitor performance appraisal, and cost of quality. This finding confirms 

the belief that certain types of management accounting systems will be more suited to the different 

focus contained within the strategy (Langfield-Smith, 1997; Chenhall, 2003). Chenhall and Moers 
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(2015) later identified that for organizations where innovation is a significant factor, which could 

be true for many firms operating in a competitive environment, the traditional use of financial 

controls is insufficient, implying that a broader range of controls is necessary.  

Kald et al. (2000) challenged the use of the broad classifications of defender and prospector 

or cost leadership and differentiator. They pointed out that life is often more complicated, and 

organizations may well adopt a mix of strategies. They argue that to make broad assumptions based 

on one classification of strategy may lead to erroneous results. For example, certain strategies may 

be appropriate at different stages of the product life cycle (Figure 2.2), and therefore different 

accounting techniques would be more appropriate at different stages. Thus, rather than adopting 

only traditional or strategic accounting techniques, organizations would be employing a range of 

techniques across the life cycle strategies, some of which could be classified as traditional and 

some as strategic.    

 

 
Figure 2.2 Strategies adopted at different stages of the product life cycle.  

 

As the market grows and the organization is building market share, it may seek to reduce costs 

to remain competitive, but then adopt more sophisticated techniques, such as competitor analysis, 

as the market becomes more mature with potentially fewer, but larger competitors. Techniques 

such as customer profitability analysis and product and market development strategies may be 

adopted to extend the product's life during maturity. Whereas, the focus on reducing cash outflow 

and cost control become more relevant at the decline stage. This approach, while criticizing the 

broad grouping of strategies, does suggest that the techniques used are influenced by the need to 

support the strategy being adopted during the different stages of the product life cycle.  
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Kald et al. (2000) also suggested that a defender could follow a strategy of cost leadership or 

differentiation. Similarly, a prospector could also pursue a strategy of cost leadership or 

differentiation. They suggest that environmental factors faced by the organization will influence 

the strategy and that this has implications for the management control systems in place (Figure 

2.3). 

 
Figure 2.3 Mix of strategies and management control systems  

 

Kald et al. (2000) refer to tight and loose controls. Tight indicates that managers monitor the 

activities of a business unit frequently and make substantial use of budgetary controls. In contrast, 

loose control indicates there is limited management involvement in day-to-day operations. Simons 

(1990) reviews the management control systems at top management levels under the classifications 

of programmed and interactive, which equate to the tight and loose distinction of Kald et al. 

Programmed controls are operated at a distance from the front line managers. They are transmitted 

through formal procedures, whereas interactive controls allow operating managers to challenge 

and debate the underlying data, assumptions, and action plans.  

Simons (1990) reported on a study of two companies of similar size that operated in the same 

industry, both of which were successful but pursued different strategies. One focused on cost 

leadership and customer services, selling relatively mature products concentrated in high volume, 

low price categories. The other competed through product innovation and marketing with 

premium-priced products having advanced features, virtually a strategy of differentiation.  Based 

on this study, Simons suggested that cost leadership focuses on tight/programmed cost control by 

close monitoring of operating procedures with actions taken through formal mechanisms. A 
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prospector—differentiation strategy, being more market-focused, arguably requires a more 

proactive approach, and therefore a looser, more interactive approach to control is needed.  

2.6 Management control systems 
 

Active reading. Note how the management accounting controls need to support the strategy but 

also form part of a coherent package of control systems within the organization.  

 

The management accounting system is part of a broader management control system. The 

management control system is defined by Anthony (1965) as the process by which managers 

assure that resources are used effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of the 

organization’s objectives. 

 

Simons (1994) provided four levers of control given as: 

 

• Diagnostic use of control systems—ex-post monitoring, corrective action, and 

management by expectations 

• Interactive use of control systems—frequent use and dialog to stimulate organizational 

learning and change 

• Belief systems—communication of core values related to sustainability to trigger a 

change in mind-sets and support organizational change processes (for example, mission 

statements) 

• Boundary systems—restraining organizational members from entering in an extreme 

zone (for example, code of conducts, anti-bribery guidelines) 

 

Most traditional accounting systems would fall within the diagnostic control systems, such as 

budgetary control, formal reporting, and performance measures. While the use of diagnostic 

controls informs and enables corrective action to be taken, Simons (1994) suggests that the 

functions of interactive controls are: signaling, surveillance, and decision ratification. Interactive 

controls, such as sharing of ideas and regular meetings, are used by senior managers and 

subordinates to enable managers to gain a richer understanding of potential opportunities and 

threats while simultaneously signaling to junior managers the organizations’ strategic position. 

Junior managers have more freedom to act, and regular interaction between junior and senior 

managers provides the overview and ratification of actions taken. This freedom to act implies, 

based on the discussion in the previous section that an organization following a prospector type 

strategy would benefit more from interactive controls, due to the uncertainty of the environment, 

allowing employees more freedom to act and develop organizational learning skills. It is not, 
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however, just the controls or techniques that are used, but how well they interact. Note that the 

mission forms part of the belief systems and acts as a soft control mechanism.  

Bouwens and Abernethy (2000) argued that specific management accounting techniques will 

not aid a prospector—differentiation strategy directly, but that it is the package of systems put 

together by various functions within the organization which enables the strategy to be successful. 

This interdependence of management control systems, including the management accounting 

system, can be challenging to achieve.  

There is a distinction made between control systems and control packages. Grabner and Moers 

(2013: 408) defined a management control system as being a set of control practices that are 

designed to be interdependent, whereas a management control package represents the complete 

set of control practices in place, regardless of whether they are interdependent or individual, and 

can be composed of a set of management control systems or a set of independent management 

control practices addressing unrelated problems. For example, the distribution function of an 

organization may be controlled by a human resource system to monitor staffing levels, an 

accounting system to control costs, supply chain management system to manage links with 

suppliers, quality control system, and so on. The totality of the individual, often functional-based 

systems, represents the package of controls related to distribution. The distribution/logistics 

strategy will be determined by the overall strategy of the organization, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.  

 

 
Figure 2.4 Functional strategies as a subset of the overall strategy 
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Otley (2016) noted that control packages are often developed quasi independently at different 

times by different people and are often dependent on local functional needs. Potentially each 

functional strategy will have elements of management control that are relevant to the specific 

function. For example, marketing may develop a system that collects quantitative data of a 

financial nature that partly duplicates the accounting information. Therefore, in practice, these 

systems may only be loosely coordinated with the overall package of controls. It may even be that 

some functions require tight control, such as operations/production controls in a high tech 

manufacturing environment. In contrast, functions such as research and product design and 

development functions might benefit from a system of looser controls encouraging innovation and 

creativity.  Some systems, however, such as human resources and accounting, would span all 

functions.  

There is also a link to organizational structure as a control. For example, the degree to which 

decision making is centralized or devolved. Bedford et al. (2016: 12) note that “there are multiple 

ways by which a firm can effectively combine MC [management control] practices in a given 

strategic context … The results indicate that the effectiveness of accounting control and structural 

control choices are determined not only by their fit with strategic context but also by how well 

they fit with each other.” 

Despite not being able to categorically state that aligning the management accounting system 

with the strategy will improve performance, the research provides enough evidence to suggest that 

it is logical and sensible to ensure that appropriate management accounting techniques are 

employed. Also, that relevant information is provided to aid management throughout the whole of 

the strategic management process. 

The examples of the different strategies from GSK, Walmart, and Royal Dutch Shell given in 

section 2.3 indicate that the information requirements of the organization will be different based 

on the different focus within their strategy. It is often suggested that accountants should act as 

business partners to managers, which implies that accountants also need to understand the strategic 

management process. There is a need to work with other functions such as marketing, HR, and so 

on, to ensure that the overall package of controls is relevant to the strategy being adopted.  

The management accounting systems should be able to respond to the changing needs of the 

business, and indeed its changing strategy. Often new CEOs bring with them a change of vision, 

which changes the strategy, requiring a shift in management information provision. Similarly, 

changes to the business environment to which the organization makes a strategic response, or 

changes in technology, increased competition, cost reduction and restructuring programs, all 

impact on the type of information and accounting techniques required to support the strategic 

management process. Indeed, Messner (2016) notes that there may be industry requirements or 

practices, established benchmarks, even regulations that dictate that certain elements must be 

present within the management accounting system. The management accounting system, 

therefore, should support the strategy and, at the same time, be capable of interfacing with other 

systems to form a coherent overall package of organizational systems.     
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2.7 The role of objectives  
 

Active reading: Note the purpose and characteristics of good objectives and the need for 

consistency.  

 

Organizations often include statements of their strategic aims, goals, or objectives within their 

publicly available information. Goals tend to be broad statements of their long-term intentions. 

They are often not quantified, for example, merely stating that a strategic aim is to increase 

shareholder wealth. An objective, however, should be quantifiable and timebound so that we know 

when it has been achieved, for example, an objective to increase profitability by 10% over the next 

five years.  

The vision and mission statements can be quite general. Therefore, the role of objectives is to 

crystallize the strategy into a series of discrete steps. Together they facilitate the realization of the 

vision and mission. Objectives enable targets to be set and measured that allow a degree of control 

over the strategy implementation. 

The mnemonic SMART is often used (specific, measurable, agreed, realistic, and timebound). 

The specific, measurable, and timebound elements ensure that targets can be set, and the actual 

performance against the objective can be monitored. The agreed and realistic features help to 

motivate employees to achieve the objective. There are alternatives to the A and the R. Some texts 

and organizations use achievable and results-oriented or other variations. Whatever form is used, 

the SMT ensures it can be quantified and hence measured, as it is often said that what gets 

measured gets controlled, while the A and R provide the motivational elements. The objectives 

follow the same hierarchical pattern as the strategies (see Figure 2.5), that is, functional, business, 

and corporate, and as with the strategies should demonstrate consistency.  

 

The objectives should display: 

 

• Vertical consistency in that the operational strategies help to achieve the business 

strategies, which in turn help to achieve the corporate strategy and thus meet the overall 

vision and mission. 

• Horizontal consistency in that if marketing sets an objective to sell 100,000 units, 

production is planning to make enough units, HR can ensure the sufficient employees 

with the right skills are recruited and available, accounting makes sure adequate finance 

is available, and so on.  

• Consistency over time means that the objectives send a clear and consistent message 

and are not constantly changing, which could lead to confusing employees, 

shareholders, customers, and other interested parties.  
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Figure 2.5 Hierarchy of objectives linked to strategies.  

 

2.8 Stakeholders 

Active reading. Note that organizations have a range of competing expectations from a variety of 

stakeholders, and objectives are set to satisfy more than just the shareholders.  

 

The vision and mission statement and strategic objectives will seek to address the needs and 

expectations of various stakeholders. (The concept of stakeholder mapping is dealt with in Chapter 

8, section 8.4). The main financial objective of commercial organizations may still be to maximize 

shareholder wealth, but it is widely recognized that this is now achieved more effectively by 

addressing the needs of a multitude of stakeholders.  

Objectives are often set that address specific stakeholder groups, for example, employees, 

communities, sustainability issues. A simple and potentially useful way of classifying stakeholders 

is using the mnemonic ICE, for internal, connected, and external. 

 

Internal 

Typically, internal stakeholders are often thought of as employees being split between 

management and workers. However, employees can be broken down into many different groups 

who will have different interests, expectations, and degree of power or influence. Consider a 

hospital in which there are doctors, consultants, administrators, nursing staff, and porters. There 
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may also be groups of workers who are contracted to another organization, such as caterers and 

cleaners. All groups could have a different view or reaction to a strategic decision taken by the 

organization, and some groups may be able to influence the success of the strategy more than 

others. 

 

Connected 

Connected stakeholders have a vested interest in the organization, for example, shareholders and 

loan providers, and suppliers and customers, depending on the strength of the relationship with the 

organization. 

 

External 

External stakeholders might include the central government, the public, pressure groups, and the 

media. 

Potentially each stakeholder group would view the organization’s success differently. For 

example, employees require pay and benefits, job security, and prospects. Shareholders expect 

dividend return and capital growth. How each reacts to the strategic objective may be different, 

and how the management team deals with this is dealt with in Chapter 8. It is, for now, enough to 

note that not all objectives are financial, hence the need for a range of management information 

and performance measures, including nonfinancial and external.  

All objectives need to be crystallized into quantifiable objectives that can be measured and 

monitored, and strategies formulated to achieve them. Even primarily qualitative objectives, such 

as increasing customer satisfaction, can be quantified. For example, to increase customer 

satisfaction so that 90% of customers are happy during the next year. The level of satisfaction can 

be ascertained via the mechanism of a customer satisfaction survey and compared to the level of 

satisfaction last year, thus indicating whether the objective has been met. Reasons for deviation, 

either positive or negative, can be investigated, which may involve looking at the link between 

other indicators. In the example of customer satisfaction, this could be the number of customer 

complaints (including the reasons why), customer returns, customer retention rates, new customer 

acquisitions, lost customers, and so on. The link between objectives and performance measures is 

explored in more detail in Chapter 10.   

The accountant is well place to aid this process and to ensure that the management accounting 

system integrates with all the other systems such that the organization’s overall management 

control package is compatible with the strategy.   

 

 

Learning activity. Think of an organization with which you are familiar. Now, thinking about the 

following stakeholders, what might their expectations be of the organization, and how might they 

judge its success?   
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Shareholders 

Employees 

Customers 

Suppliers 

Lenders of loan capital such as banks 

The public 

The government 

Regulatory bodies  

 

For example, shareholders are expecting a dividend and capital growth and would judge the 

organization on how well the organization met these expectations. Employees expect job security, 

fair and competitive pay and benefits, career prospects, and so on, and would judge these in 

comparison to other job opportunities.  

2.9 An example of corporate strategy 

Consider the following elements listed on Unilever’s website under the ‘Strategy’ page in April 

2020.  

 

Unilever – Strategy, as shown on the website in April 2020.  

 

Our vision 

Our purpose is to make sustainable living commonplace. 

Our values & principles 

Our Corporate Purpose states that to succeed requires "the highest 

standards of corporate behaviour towards everyone we work with, the 

communities we touch, and the environment on which we have an impact." 

Our values define how we do business and interact with our colleagues, 

partners, customers, and consumers. Our four core values are integrity, 

responsibility, respect and pioneering. As we expand into new markets, 

recruit new talent, and face new challenges, these guide our people in the 

decisions and actions they take every day. 

Our strategy 

 

We’ve built a strategy to help us achieve our purpose of making sustainable 

living commonplace. 
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Our strategic focus 

 

To realize our vision we have invested in a long-term strategy of divisions 

and brands that deliver growth to the benefit of all stakeholders. 

 

Vision 

 

Growing the business 

• Sales 

• Margin 

• Capital efficiency 

Improving health and well-being 

• Nutrition 

• Health and hygiene 

Enhancing livelihoods 

• Fairness in the workplace 

• Opportunities for women 

• Inclusive business 

Reducing environmental impact 

• Greenhouses gases 

• Water 

• Waste 

• Sustainable sourcing 

 

Our long-term strategic choices 

 

Portfolio choices 

• Category choices 

• Active portfolio management 

• Building a Prestige business 

Brands and innovation 

• A focused approach to innovation 

• Driving efficiency and margins 

• Increased investment in digital marketing 
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Market development 

• Routes to market 

• Emerging markets 

• E-commerce  

 

Agility and cost 

• Zero-based budgeting 

• Manufacturing base and overheads 

• Leveraging scale 

People 

• Attracting talent 

• Developing talent 

• Values-led and empowered 

 

Growth 

 

Consistent 

We deliver consistency in underlying sales growth, core operating margin 

and free cash flow by continuously investing in our supply chain, our 

brands and marketing, our people and IT. 

 

Competitive 

By investing in innovation we can grow our market share while also 

seeking to enter new markets and new segments. 

 

 

Profitable 

We seek continuous improvement in our world-class manufacturing to 

drive cost savings and higher returns, providing extra fuel for growth as 

cash is redeployed in new strategic opportunities. 

 

Responsible 

Growth that’s responsible involves having a positive social impact and 

reduced environmental footprint, which is the essence of the USLP 

[Unilever Sustainable Living Plan] and is essential in protecting and 

enhancing our reputation. 
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Our business model 

 

Unilever believes profitable growth should also be responsible growth. 

That approach lies at the heart of our business model, driven by sustainable 

living and the USLP. It guides our approach to how we do business and 

how we meet the growing consumer demand for brands that act responsibly 

in a world of finite resources. 

 

Our business model begins with consumer insight that informs brand 

innovation, often with partners in our supply chain, to create products we 

take to market supported by marketing and advertising across a range of 

distribution channels. 

Unilever operate through three divisions:  

 

In 2019: 

 

• Beauty & Personal Care generated turnover of €21.9 billion, accounting 

for 42% of our turnover and 52% of operating profit 

• Foods & Refreshment generated turnover of €19.3 billion, accounting for 

37% of our turnover and 32% of operating profit 

• Home Care generated turnover of €10.8 billion, accounting for 21% of our 

turnover and 16% of operating profit 

 

Source: https://www.unilever.com/about/who-we-are/about-Unilever/ 

(accessed April 2020) 

  

Some points to note 

Note that Unilever quotes the vision, which is a short inspirational statement, and addresses a 

current concern of sustainability. They do not offer a separate mission statement. Instead, they 

move straight to the values and principles. The first section addresses the corporate purpose, which 

again highlights the concerns of corporate behavior and the environment, as well as referring to a 

range of stakeholders.  

There is a strong link between the strategy and vision, both of which refer to sustainable living.  

This theme appears later under the growth strategy as the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan 

(USLP). The strategic focus refers to investing in a long-term strategy of divisions and brands that 

deliver growth to the benefit of all stakeholders. How this will be achieved is expanded within the 

bullet points listed under the heading of long-term strategic choices. This section does not set out 

the exact strategy in detail but leaves room to respond and adapt to any changes in the environment. 

For example, the references to active portfolio management, focused approach to innovation, 

https://www.unilever.com/about/who-we-are/about-Unilever/
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routes to market, emerging markets, agility, and cost, developing talent, values-led and empowered 

all indicate a recognition of the need to be responsive to changes in the business environment and 

customer demands within an overall strategic intent for growth. The business model also 

recognizes that the growth needs to be profitable and responsible.  

Throughout the statement, there are several overt references to financial performance and 

accounting terminology. For example, under the heading of growing the business, are three bullet 

points of sales, margin, and capital efficiency. Under strategic choices, the brands and innovation 

heading include a reference to driving efficiency and margins and increased investment in digital 

marketing. The strategic choices also include a heading of agility and cost, which includes zero-

based budgeting, manufacturing base, and overhead and leveraging scale. Under the heading of 

growth, there is mention of consistency in underlying “sales growth, core operating margin, and 

free cash flow … continuous improvement in our world-class manufacturing to drive cost savings 

and higher returns, providing extra fuel for growth as cash is redeployed in new strategic 

opportunities.”      

Unilever’s strategy statement merges the overall vision of sustainable living with the 

recognition that to invest in sustainability and uphold its responsibility to a range of stakeholders, 

the organization needs to be profitability. It is also possible to predict the use of cost reduction 

techniques, zero-based budgeting, and investment appraisal, taking into account sustainability 

issues. Also, new product development where target costing and life cycle costing would be 

relevant, particularly in light of the statements on consumer insight, innovation, and sustainability. 

As Unilever applies World Class Manufacturing (Jaap van Ede, 2015), there is a strong case for 

using lean accounting, and continuously investing in the supply chain would imply that supplier 

evaluation, both in strategic and financial terms, is highly relevant.    

The vision, mission, and strategy, therefore, sets the context in which the management 

accounting system is developed. If management accounting is going to successfully support the 

strategic management process from the formulation of a strategy to the achievement of long-term 

objectives, provide information to enable managers to manage, and be alive to the changing needs 

of the business as it develops, the strategy and management accounting system needs to be in 

alignment.  

 

Learning activity. How would you characterize Unilever’s strategy according to the typologies 

discussed in section 2.5?  

Based on the financial and accounting references in the strategy statement taken from their 

website, do you think that there is a case to suggest that Unilever would use both traditional and 

strategic accounting techniques with equal importance, or would one prevail over the other?  

[Note: this is your opinion based on the information provided. You may find the ideas of Kald 

et al. useful]. 


